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“the human 
energy company9”

dumped 16 billion gallons of toxic waste into ecuadorian amazon11

accused for unfair treatment of workers and lack of safety12 

gorgon lng plant was the 3rd largest greenhouse gas emitter in australia10 

our deserving recipient of the inaugural artwash award in 2019, chevron appear to be earnestly 
campaigning for a second win by falsely advertising themselves as environmentally friendly1 
whilst poisoning the amazon2 and being seriously lucky on tax3. with no decarbonisation strategy 
or net zero greenhouse gases targets4, the company even have an anti-chevron day5 dedicated to 
their global shitfuckery.
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disclaimer: 
the artwash award is an initiative of pvi collective. pvi endeavours to ensure that the information we provide is correct at the time of publication, but no warranty, express or implied, is given as to its accuracy.  where a reference is made to statements or reports by others, pvi is referring to that statement or report as made or 
reported by that third party and is not making the statement or report itself and all such reference should be read accordingly. pvi does not accept responsibility for any decisions made in reliance on this document. the shitfuckery graphs contain hyperlinks to other websites as a convenience to the reader. 
pvi has no control over these sites or their content.
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